Typical automatic target recognition (ATR) systems rely on measurements from images; however, acquiring the image is dependent on knowing the target location. A dynamic sensor manager points a sensor in the general target direction. Once the general target area is identified (coarse resolution), it is imperative that an ATR system increase pixels on target (fine resolution) to maintain accurate target identification. For this paper, we are concerned about maintaining target position by user-tracker reciprocal cueing. From a general wide-area search image, an operator can refine the target location by monitoring or selecting boundary points around a target. The SNAKE tracking algorithm maintains a track on a target from image sequences by developing a contour between points. For measurement drop-out, we predict target covariance from the previous image-target contour through a Kalman filter. The SNAKE-prediction region for a maneuvering target produces a precise target location from which features can be extracted for target recognition. While the SNAKE algorithm is mature, its usefulness for robust tracking is limited in that that sensor must be locked on the target for the entire process. In this development, we utilize track prediction information to follow targets through occlusions, maintain target tracks through sensor dropouts, and fuse operator inputs to refine the target location.
INTRODUCTION
Recent interests in security surveillance enhances the need for robust multisensor information fusion and target tracking algorithms [1] . Increasingly complex, dynamically changing scenarios have evolved that require intelligent processing strategies. To enhance video tracking algorithms, we seek a strategy to fuse operator requests and video trackers for robust automatic target cueing (ATC) [2] . For example, tracking an adversary requires knowledge of their tactics, intent, and gametheoretic decision making [3] , which has not adequately been modeled in a tracker. Figure 1 shows the an example of an initial instance of multiple targets that need to be tracked where it is difficult to discern target allegiance.
The operator, as part of the dynamic sensor manager [4] , performs level 5 fusion: user refinement, by selecting the target of interest. For the user to adequately determine the movement of an object, it must perceive performance changes, (i.e. through sensor / tracker performance metrics). [5] The tracker must also perform a hypothesis evaluation to determine target movement [6] and detect merging or splitting of targets for situation awareness [7] .
One valid approach is the SNAKE algorithm proposed by Kass, et al in 1987 [8] , which is a fast contour segmentation algorithm to extract targets from an image. There are hundreds of papers that have enhanced the capability of the original SNAKE methodology to track objects for such applications as: tracking through obscurations [9] , medical imaging [10] , mobile robot movement [11] , recognizing peoples actions [12] , and target tracking [13] . While we are interested in enhancing the SNAKE algorithm robustness, we only present here an application that leverages the algorithm.
Snakes have been used successfully for a number of image analysis tasks including static image analysis in stereo pairs [14] and feature tracking in image sequences [15] . The snake system is an adaptable tool that is easy to modify and extend. The original framework proposed by Kass [16] leaves itself open to interpretation; and the assortment of approaches for defining the snake energy functions give rise to a whole family of varying techniques. Examples include the separating of the SNAKE to account for object splitting [17] and geometric contours [18] . The Gradient Vector Flow model [19] by Xu and Prince, allows for adapting the external forces to better enhance object tracking [20] . Finally, we seek the ability to track targets through occlusions [21] , where the target is maneuvering such that a continuous sequence of images is not guaranteed.
In this paper, we assess the target track covariance based on the prediction of the snake contour points using a Kalman Filter. In a tracking and identification scenario, utilizing multiple sensors, we seek to develop a TIMBER (Track and ID marker based on EO/Radar) SNAKE algorithm. The goal is to combine the distance, weather i nvariant wide-area surveillance Radar with a focused EO SNAKE tracker to better follow multiple moving targets. We assume that the radar will give the initial detection to cue an operator to highlight the area of interest to initialize the TIMBER-SNAKE. Thus, we are fusing the information between the operator and the tracker, where the operator could get cues by exploiting any sensed data (e.g. radar, IR)
A question might arise on whether the aggregation of image data is fusion or integration of video sequences. Integration can be defined without having to be specific about the system's elements to connect sequences of data whereas fusion is the process of mapping several objects to a single object in an optimal fashion [22] . We fuse the user contour selection and the SNAKE contour into a single object contour. A second question may arise as to the ability of the SNAKE to follow a target. If the data is continuous, then the traditional SNAKE algorithm would follow a target; however, if there is data drop out fromcamera slewing, it would difficult for the algorithm to continue. Thus, we seek to maintain the target motion through a track estimate that i s independent of whether video data is /is not continuous. Assuming we have only range and azimuth information from the camera, tracking is difficult due to the non-linearities, [23] , however we will assume that the target position can be maintained in Cartesian space through continuous registration of the video data and track filter predictions. Figure 2 shows the an example of an instance in the SNAKE contour of a tracked target.
Tracking algorithms typically estimate target position and covariance using a prediction step and weight new information with old information through Bayesian updating. To better estimate the covariance of position estimates, an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [24, 25] was developed which utilizes a set of points to model the true covariance of a target. For the case of nonlinear target motion and/or non-Gaussian sensor noise, the Particle Filter (PF) [26] is used with a large number of points that are samples of the distribution. If the number of points increases (i.e. 1000), the PF method can be used for tracking problems but is computationally expense. Thus, we seek a minimal-point approach by using the snake contour points.
In this paper, we show a tracking solution that keeps track of a vehicle from video data even if the video processor does not continuously view the data by fusing the snake results with a modified KF from operator monitoring. Section 2 describes the snake algorithm. Section 3 discusses decision making through Automatic Target Cueing (ATC). Section 4 shows a simulation and Section 5 draws conclusions.
SNAKES (ACTIVE CONTOUR MODELS)
Snakes are deformable models that are guided by local image information to locate curves in an image [8] . Snakes are a general image analysis tool, first proposed by Kass et al. [16] , that tracks edges with smoothing between a number of sampled points. They are continuous curves, superimposed on the image plane, that move and deform according to various forces. One particular sub-class of snake based on cubic B-splines [13] . A feature tracking system can discern structurefrom-motion. The advantage comes from being able to reduce an image sequence describing a scene to the temporal evolution of relatively small regions of an image. If a feature is considered useful for structure recovery in one frame, its relevance will also be high for the next few frames. Tracking features allows for target positions to be recovered in subsequent frames using only local search techniques. This offers significant advantages over systems that rely on global correspondence measures to match points in spatio-temporally separated images. Snakes lend themselves directly to feature tracking applications. The snake is a dynamic entity, continuously adjusting its position to minimize the energy function. If small changes occur in the underlying image due to sensor motion, then a local search will be adequate to allow the snake to adjust its position to reflect these changes. If the snake was localized on a particular image feature, then advancing frame-features will be tracked. As the snake is only tracking an object's extremal boundary, the snake is resistant to sudden changes in illumination, unlike methods that use crosscorrelation measures. The converse problem is that of being distracted by other edge features in the background.
Snakes tend to require a good initial contour in order to localize accurately on the true image boundary. When using snakes for tracking, only small changes are allowed between consecutively analyzed frames (i.e. If the frame rate is too high, the snake algorithm may not get to analyze every frame). The complexity of the tracking algorithm must therefore be matched to the speed of the available hardware and the possible image velocity field magnitudes.
Dynamic Contour Models
The number of segments in the snake, N, between sampled points, remains constant from initialization to the time the snake is destroyed. At any time after the snake has been initialized the location of its control vertices, V i are resolved. Due to the overlap requirements for a closed-loop uniform cubic B-spline contour, the control points are actually defined from 0 to N + 2. With overlapping endpoints this gives us:
The number of sample points per segment is defined separately from the snake data structure, but the resulting spline sample point locations at any instant are given by s i . Whenever the control vertices are moved, these points are recalculated according to the B-spline method.
The area enclosed by the snake, and the corresponding centroid position in the image, are also calculated from the control vertex positions. The maximum and minimum image coordinates, can be used to define a window of the image in which the snake can exist. For the purposes of this project, the maximum image size was the larger of the snake image or the predicted covariance.
The internal energy term of a snake is dependent on the representation used to model the image contour. Piecewise linear strategies have been employed as well as various parametric polynomial curve descriptions. B-Snakes are a variant of snake, proposed by Menet et al. [14] , that use the control points of a uniform cubic B-spline [13] to represent the contour model. This provides a very compact curve description with the added advantage that the smoothness constraints are intrinsic to the representation.
A contour in the image given by a set of discrete data points may be modeled by N joined uniform cubic B-spline segments, where N defines the snake flexibility. The more segments that the snake has, the higher complexity of boundary it is able to model. Each segment is approximated by a piecewise cubic polynomial, obtained from the linear combination of basis functions B i , and the N control vertices V i = (X i , Y i ). The position, Q, of a point at distance s along the length of the snake is calculated by the equation:
At any given value of s there will be a maximum of four non-zero basis function values, so the position of any point on the contour is controlled by at most the four nearest control vertex positions. The B-spline representation of the curve is smooth to the second parametric derivative, but sharp corners may be introduced by allowing consecutive control vertices to be in the same location. For a given set of basis functions, the only information needed to calculate positions on the contour is V i , i.e. the set of N control vertex positions.
Allowing a snake to deform arbitrarily has advantages for initially finding the boundary of an unknown object. This is not always a desirable feature once the boundary is found and tracking has started. Giving the snake too much freedom to deform will allow it to become easily distracted by background features. Curwen's "Dynamic Contours" are a variation developed to address this problem [13] . When the snake has localized satisfactorily on an edge it then locks onto it. The shape of the edge is learned and some rigidity is then introduced to the allowed model transformations.
Another method that Curwen used to improve tracking performance was inertial damping. The damping is modeled by giving the active contour distributed mass and allowing transformations to occur in a viscous medium. The assumption is made that feature accelerations in the image will be smooth. If the camera is moving smoothly in a rigid environment then this assumption is reasonable. The level inertial-damping can be matched to the camera platform motion characteristics. In this way information about the environment can be accommodated; for example, image acceleration for a target over gravel would be higher than that for the same target moving on a smooth surface. Strategies have been proposed for growing the snake during tracking which we use in the track covariance estimate
The normal to the snake tangent is calculated and stored as a unit vector for each sample point. The operation of the local edge-finder uses this vector to calculate its search window for each sample point. It is also the direction of the resulting force. It is these forces that are used to determine how the snake moves at each iteration.
Local Edge-Finder
The local edge-finder determines offsets in the image features from the current snake position, and setting up suitable vector forces along the snake's length to allow tracking of the features. It is called frequently and therefore the overall system performance depends heavily on the computational complexity of this step. At each sample point, a linear segment of the image is sampled normal to the contour tangent at that point, labeled the search window, shown in Figure 3 .
The size of the search window is equal to twice the current search scale, and it is centered on the sample point. This may be the feature location in the previous frame, or the predicted location of the feature if predictive dynamics are being used. The size of the search window represents the uncertainty in the predicted position of the feature. A small search window is advantageous as it requires less search computation and is less likely to include distractive information such as strong background features.
Given a linear segment of intensity information, the edge-finder finds the section of the segment that contains the largest change in intensity. At each stage, the current segment is divided into 3 equal sections defined by 5 equally spaced points on the segment. The section with the highest difference in endpoint pixel intensities is then examined in a similar fashion until a single location is identified as having the steepest intensity gradient. Using the notation of Figure  4 , this corresponds to:
The "force" the local edge-finder returns for the current sample point is defined by offset of the location of steepest intensity gradient from the centre of the search window. If a gradient above a predefined threshold cannot be found, the local edge-finder will return a zero offset. This means that in the absence of strong image features, the snake will maintain its shape and location.
The coarse-to-fine approach is an extremely fast method for feature localization, but for many environments it is too crude. The system assumes that the object boundary will always be represented by the strongest edge in the search window, and that only one major intensity step occurs in the search window. However, this coarse-to-fine approach is susceptible to background distractions and necessitates additional information for robustness. 
Snake Forces
The "forces" returned by the local edge-finder are always normal to the contour tangent at which they are applied. In the absence of distinguishing features such as corners, Ullman showed that due to the aperture problem it is only possible to recover the normal component of the optical flow in an image sequence [27] , shown in Figure 5 . Assuming no other information is available, restricting the edge-finder to normal search is therefore not inhibiting the system unnecessarily. The force at each sample point is a signed linear measure of the distance from the sample point's current position to the location where the tracked object boundary is believed to be. The continuous curves, superimposed on the image plane, move and deform according to various forces. Internal forces, E INT , (tension and stiffness parameters) represent the implicit model of the snake and provide smoothness constraints, while external forces, E EXT , (edge, corners, and spots) are governed primarily by the image data and user defined constraints. Integrating these forces over the length of the snake gives a snake energy term:
where
v(s) = (x(s), y(s))
, is the parametric snake description.
The internal energy is
where α governs the tension of the snake and β the rigidity of the snake (curvature) [8, 20] . To address the interaction between the internal and external forces, we allow a weighting factor, κ , to be set by the user to control the SNAKE performance as
Depending on the formulation used for the external energy term, minimizing the snake energy will cause the snake to adhere to image features such as edges or maximally bright contours. The internal energy term governs the degree of fit that the snake can achieve to the underlying data. Curvature restrictions can lead to smoothing effects at contour discontinuities in the image such as corners.
Controlling the behavior of the snake by integrating local information along its length provides the system with good noise immunity. Local searches also mean that the system is efficient and fast, unlike strategies that rely on templates or edge-finding masks being convolved with the entire image. A closed loop snake will tend to lock onto object boundaries with no a priori model of the object. The continuous nature of a snake means that it is capable of bridging gaps in the underlying image contour information, localizing even illusory contours.
Snakes can be controlled as a function of shape parameters such as edges and lines. For spatial smoothing, the energy of an edge is defined as
where G σ is a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation, σ, of performance. The edge detection of the equation above is determined from the zero crossings. 
Motion Parameters
At each iteration the forces on the snake due to the underlying image intensity data are resolved. This is separated into two procedures. First, the translation is calculated that optimally minimizes the offset at all points according to a least squared distance metric. The distance r motion and is a single 2-D image vector value for the entire snake (i.e., the same translation is applied to every point on the snake). These translational effects are then subtracted and the remaining offset is resolved for the first-order differential invariants about the snake's centroid. These parameters are stored in r def , p vel , and p def contain the first-order predictive dynamic histories of r motion and r def over the previous frames. They are used and updated by using the last frame information to determine the time elapsed since the previous snake iteration. When the snake control vertices are moved the dynamic effects are added in so as to preempt the motion of the underlying image feature.
Relative sensor motion characteristics can be exploited to assist in the tracking mechanism. Smooth world motions yield smooth image motions, allowing the use of a predictive tracking strategy. The snake can preempt the image motion by jumping ahead to locations predicted by the recent motion history. This behavior allows a reduction in the size of the search window needed for any particular expected maximum image velocity. The information that is stored for the predictive dynamics is the snake translational velocity, p vel , and the rate of deformation, p def . At each iteration the history is updated according to the most recent translation, r motion , and deformation, r def . The update is given by:
Empirically determined values for vel-factor and def-factor are based on the sensor motion. The Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) extrernal force [20] affords enhanced SNAKE applications and detections by not restricting the initial boundary to be close to the target edge and concave boundary assessments. We utilize the GVF for snake tracking and the sensor-motion parameters to resolve the target position. Figure 6 shows that use of the GVF method for tracking. For robust snake tracking, we must address issues of snake initialization and data drop out, which can be accomplished through user-snake reciprocal cueing.
DECISION MAKING (AUTOMTAC TARGET CUEING)
Intelligent decision making (DM) can either be from the machine or the user. Observe-orient-decide-act (OODA) loops model the estimation and prediction of effects on situations of planned or estimated actions by the participants. Likewise, the machine is performing OODA loops. For example, observe (image), orient (snake), decide (B-spline) and act (predict) are the steps of the TIMBER SNAKE.
Using Figure 7 , the OODA loop models the user-snake fusion system conducting automatic target tracking which observes the sensor data and orients the information for the user. The user must decide if the snake system is correct and Figure 7 . User-tracker OODA Loop.
acts on the results. To continue the loop, the user tasks the Snake sensor to collect data for fusion evaluation. In Figure 7 , (1) represents the user tasking for image data and can select target boundaries. (2) shows the snake system defining a refined target contour. (3) shows that the OODA is iterated for efficiency by using snake-prediction estimates. From Figure 7 , we see that the user monitors the observation and orientation information from TIMBER snake evaluation. The user looks at the TIMBER outputs and determines the final decision of the target position and the action to be performed.
We are interested in proactively discerning adversary movements to aid the tracker sensor manager to maintain target observation. The performance measure is target detection. The user-fusion system performance is typically evaluated with a receiver operator curve (ROC) which assesses the probability of detection (P D ) to various set of probability of false alarms (P FA ). For the differing DM modes, we would be willing to operate on differing locations on the ROC curve. Figure 8 shows the time window associated with multiple DMs (user and adversary [3] ). Given an operator and an adversary, we must address the differing response times associated with action. For the reactive mode, since the time window is immediate, the ATC P D decision can accept a large P FA . For the proactive mode, since anticipated movements are being assessed, it would be more important to lesson P FA . Finally for the preventative mode, we must ensure that the movement intents are well substantiated in order to act (re-pointing the sensor), which would require a very low P FA . 
ATC FUSION AND SNAKE TRACKING

Event Detection
There are many cases in which the image analyst or image operator may have multiple sensor images (i.e. SAR, EO, IR) from which to assess a target position. In each case, data fusion can be performed on the images or the operator can be cued to a specific object in the image. From the previous examples, we see that the SNAKE algorithm can be initialized by an image analyst and if the video sequences are continuous, the SNAKE algorithm can follow the objects of interest. However, to account for data drop out or target movements that prevent observation, we must maintain a target track representation.
SNAKE TRACKING
Evasive target motion can be represented with a number of stochastic dynamical models of varying complexity. The simplest such model is a Markovian stochastic process that is linear and has independent additive Gaussian noise. We model the x, y contour points as separate KF tracks to discern the target boundary and assume that the target is moving in the x-y plane (i.e. overhead view) with a constant velocity model (CVM): where w x (.) and w y (.) are mutually independent, zero-mean white Gaussian processes with E[ w x (t) w x (τ) ] = q x δ(t -τ) and E[ w y (t) w y (τ) ] = q y δ(t -τ). Targets have an unknown initial position, and the probability distribution for initial target velocity given by:
Sensor observations associated with the ground target are defined at a sequence of non-decreasing times t k ∈ ( t 1 , t 2 ,….). Discretization of the continuous-time dynamics based on this sequence of times yields the following:
and {w k , k ≥ 1} is a zero-mean white Gaussian process, and w k~N (0, Q k ) with
For implementation, it was noted that P(k) = Q(k) since it was known. The recursive steps of the Kalman Filter are
Time propagation of the estimate error covariance:
Measurement prediction:
Compute the measurement prediction:
Compute the innovation sequence:
Kalman gain:
Measurement update of the estimate:
Measurement update of the estimate error covariance: P(k + 1 | k + 1) = P(k + 1 | k) -K(k + 1)
Or, K(k + 1) = P(k + 1 | k + 1)H T (k + 1)R -1 (k + 1)
At each time step, we maintain a target position x s and the estimated covariance P s for each of the snake contour points
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SCENARIO SIMULATION
We used a hundred video frames of multiple targets moving on a road (first sequence shown in Figure 1 ). For the analysis, we assume that the filtered covariance is the target position which can be used to gate the target location and determine the region size for snake image processing. If the covariance grows as the target maneuvers, there would be a large error associated with the target movement and the image region assessed, grows. In the example demonstration, we varied these parameters to determine the optimum snake performance
• Alpha -Tension of the snake • Beta -Rigidity of the snake (curvature)
• Gamma-Step size in one iteration • Kappa -External force weight
• dmin-Min resolution of the snake • dmax -Max resolution of the snake • No. Snake. Iterations • Inc. Snake Radius Figure 9 illustrates how the target motion is used to help predict target location. Figure 9A shows the initial covariance and the resulting snake contour. Figure 9B shows the predicted target position using different velocity information and that if the velocity is incorrect, the snake might lock onto an incorrect target. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper utilized a SNAKE tracking algorithm to track targets and cue an operator to target motion. We showed how the user initializes the snake and by using proactive target dynamic prediction, the user can assist the snake to maintain target track. To continue a track through occlusions and data drop out, we maintained a representation of the track using state prediction. Future work will enhance these concepts to develop a robust multisensor track and ID system for user exploitation.
